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References and Resources
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References for EPBP Radio Recap:


Boots, Michelle Theriault. 43 people have been killed by Alaska law enforcement officers in the last five and a half years. Here’s what we learned by examining each case. Published August 3, 2020. Accessed at: https://www.adn.com/alaska-news/2020/08/03/43-people-have-been-killed-by-alaska-law-enforcement-officers-in-the-last-five-and-a-half-years-heres-what-we-learned-by-examining-each-case/


Song credits:


Mavis Staples. Eyes On The Prize. Album: We’ll Never Turn Back. Released April 24, 2007. Anti, Inc.
Additional resources mentioned in EPBP interviews:

- Fairbanks City Council and How to Participate
- Alaska Peace Center Newsletter
- Persist Behavioral Management, Inc. and their Facebook
- Full Report from use of deadly force in killing of Kevin McEnulty
- Anyone’s Son, By Wudan Yan - Longreads: Article about Cody Eyre’s death

Qualified Immunity:

- Article from Nathan Sobel on Lawfare, “What is Qualified Immunity, and What Does It Have To Do With Police Reform?”
- RadioLab episode on the Graham v. Connor case, the “objective reasonableness” standard, and how it impacts policing today.
- WBUR, “Understanding Qualified Immunity and Its Place In The Police Reform Debate”

Community Care and Crisis Response:

- CAHOOTS: Crisis Assistance Helping Out On The Streets in Eugene, Oregon. “a mobile crisis intervention team, designed as an alternative to police response for non-violent crises.”
- National Guidelines for Behavioral Health Crisis Care - Best Practice Toolkit, SAMHSA (Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration).

Additional community resources:

- Indigenous Lives Matter Alaska Facebook page
- Lisa and Angel - Lisa McEnulty and Angel Stickman Facebook page to “spread awareness, educate, build resiliency” about police brutality and racism in Fairbanks and Alaska.
- Missing and Murdered Indigenous Women and Girls, Alaska
- Sovereign Inupiat for a Living Arctic and SILA Facebook: To truly tackle racism, mental health, and climate concerns, we must recognize the way colonialism is still threatening the well-being of Indigenous communities.
Fairbanks Resources Google Doc - Info about city council meetings, contacting representatives, organizations to follow